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Command Conn Security Engineering Science Medicine 
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Special Rules 
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	Designed By: Claude Renaud
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	NPC Type: [(Notable NPC)]
	Text2: El-Adrel Entity
	Command: 4
	Conn: --
	Security: 5
	Engineering: --
	Science: 3
	Medicine: --
	Control: 13
	Daring: 12
	Fitness: 15
	Insight: 6
	Presence: 4
	Reason: 6
	Resistance: 5 (Energy wpns)
	Stress: 20
	Focuses: Filter Gatherer, Natural Weapons (Claws), 
	backstory: The El-Adrel IV Energy Lifeform is an extremely aggressive, vaguely humanoid entity. An energy-being in nature, it generates highly localized EM fields. It is considered semicorporeal in it's base form. Normally a being of pure EM energy, it can manifest into a solld form for a brief time, usually to attack. The are solitary beings. Understandable given their violent nature. Although it does not require live food, & subsists on absorbed fluids, & gases produced by the planet.
	Values: 
	0: You are in my domain, you must die.

	SpecialRules: Absorption: Electromagnetic EnergyImmunity: Electrical energy.Attacks per Turn: if it rolls 5+ Effects on its first attack, it may make 2 more attacks that Turn on the same victim.Energy Body: EM; coming into contact physically or with a conductive material will discharge a 3CD discharge to the attacker.Wrathful: The creature grows angry when challenged; if the creature should suffer an Injury, it instead adds 2 to Threat. Additional Info: It will attack anyone entering into any region it has claimed as it's own domain. Although presumably restricted to their native planet, it is conceivable that these creatures evolved on other worlds as well. There have been reports of similar creatures on other planets in both the Alpha & Beta quadrants.
	Dice1: 8
	Dice2: 0
	Dice4: 0
	Dice3: 0
	CD1: A
	CD2: A
	CD3: A
	CD4: A
	Weap2: 
	Weap3: 
	Weap4: 
	Weap1: Claws (Melee, Vicious 1 [Energy], Piercing 1, Intense)
	Traits: El-Adrel IV lifeform, 


